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C. Course Number
D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparer
F. Department Chairperson

G. Dean

II. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours
B. Units
C. Prerequisites
D. Course Justification

E. Field Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

City College of San Francisco
Course Outline of Record

September 2013
English
ENGL35B
Intermediate Fiction Writing

lsh Department rriculum Committee

Lecture-3 (52.5 total)
3
ENGL35A
This CSU/UC transferable intermediate fiction writing
course advances students' understanding and application
of elements of craft in fiction, cultivating creative and
critical thinking skills and helping to prepare students for a
possible major or minor in creative writing. Since the Bay
Area is well known for its diverse literary communities, this
class also helps students connect with this network.
Optional
Letter, PassiNo Pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
In this intermediate fiction workshop, students expand their skills writing, reading, and critiquing
short stories, as well as share their writing with peers in a workshop setting.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Evaluate choices writers make regarding elements of craft in fiction.
B. Compose works of original literary expression employing, at an intermediate level,

elements of craft.
C. Appraise works-in-progress, sharing substantive critiques with members of a writing

workshop in appropriate, constructive ways.
D. Revise works of literary expression based on instructor feedback and the workshop

process.

V. CONTENT
~ A. Reading Skillsr

1. Elements of craft
a. Plot
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i. Conflict or desire (dramatic action)
ii. Rising tension
iii. Upheaval or urgency
iv. Beginnings and endings
v. Flashback and flash forward

b. Characterization
i. Dialogue
ii. Description
iii. Sensory and specific detail
iv. Thoughts (internal monologue/narrative) and actions
v. Direct vs. indirect
vi. Flat vs. round characters

c. Setting
i. Sensory and specific detail
ii. Establishing and developing narrative present (showing a particular place

and moment in time)
iii. Panning and zooming

d. Point of view
i. First, second and third person
ii. Reliability
iii. Narrative distance
iv. Limitations vs. omniscience

e. Theme
f. Dramatizing (in scene) vs. narrating

2. The effects and effectiveness of craft choices, such as, but not limited to
a. Fragmentation .oftime and structure
b. Scarcity of dialogue

B. Writing Skills
1. Original material

a. Freewriting
b. Writing with constraints in order to promote creativity
c. Experimentation with craft choices

2. Use of elements of craft to develop story and form
a. Plot

i. Conflict or desire (dramatic action)
ii. Rising tension
iii. Upheaval or urgency
iv. Beginnings and endings
v. Flashback and flash forward

b. Characterization
i. Dialogue
ii. Description
iii. Sensory and specific detail
iv. Thoughts (internal monologue/narrative) and actions
v. Direct vs. indirect
vi. Flat vs. round characters

c. Setting
i. Sensory and specific detail
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ii. Establishing and developing narrative present (showing a particular place
and moment in time)

iii. Panning and zooming
d. Point of view

i. First, second and third person
ii. Reliability
iii. Narrative distance
iv. Limitations vs. omniscience

e. Theme
f. Dramatizing (in scene) vs. narrating

3. Revision of fiction
a. Employment of peer and teacher feedback
b. Experimentation with craft choices to produce different effects
c. Evaluation of craft choices and their effects

C. Review of Elements of Workshop
1. Dynamics of works-in-progress
2. Constructive written critiques
3. Appropriate, constructive strategies to discuss wOrks-in-progress
4. Assessment and use of feedback

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
a. Writing exercises

i. Accessing and generating new material, such as a scene of two
characters in a room with a conflict

ii. Deepening elements of craft, such as getting to know characters off the
page or dialogue that conflicts with a character's internal state

b. Group discussion
i. Elements of craft in published stories, such as dialogue in Flannery

O'Connor's "A Good Man is Hard to Find" or flashback in James
Baldwin's "Sonny's Blues"

ii. Workshop, according to guidelines, addressing topics such as craft
choices, ways to engage readers, and strategies to enhance clarity
and flow

c. Read-aloud and listening activities
d. Field trips to story readings or performances on- and Off-campus, observing

craft choices of the writers and reviewing the event (encouraged)
2. Out-of-class assignments

a. Reading published stories that demonstrate complexities in elements of craft
and employ various lengths and styles, such as "Unaccustomed Earth" by
Jhumpa Lahiri and "The Lady with the Little Dog" by Anton Chekhov

b. Reading expository material about the practice and craft of fiction writing,
including textbook explanations and essays on elements of craft

c. Detailing observations of craft choices in published stories, such as how
authors utilize point of view switches and leaps in time to create a sense of
fragmentation
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d. Responding regularly to creative writing prompts to access, generate and
deepen creative material and experiment with craft choices

e. Developing and refining several original stories to share in workshop
f. Revising work-in-progress toward a fully developed story
g. Writing responses to peers' work, according to stated workshop guidelines
h. Assembling a final portfolio featuring multiple stories, revised fiction, detailed

workshop critiques, and reflective writing
i. Attending story readings or performances on- and off-campus, observing craft

choices of the writers and reviewing the event
B. Evaluation

1. Completion of all in- and out-of-class assignments, as described above
2. Preparedness for and contributions to discussion of readings
3. Submission of original works for workshop on assigned dates
4. Engagement in and fulfillment of workshop duties, including preparation of written

critiques
5. Review of community reading or performance
6. Final portfolio of creative work described above, reflecting knowledge of and skills with

elements of craft
C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials

1. The Best American Short Stories 2013, Elizabeth Strout, ed. Meriner Books, 2013.
2. Janet Burroway, Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative Craft, 8th Edition, Pearson

Longman, 2010.
3. Alice LaPlante, Method and Madness: The Making of a Story, W.W. Norton &

Company, 2009.
4. Peter Selgin, By Cunning and Craft: Sound Advice and Practical Wisdom for Fiction

Writers, Writers Digest Books, 2007.
5. Anne Bemays and Pamela Painter, What If? Writing Exercises for Fiction Writers,

3rd Edition, Longman, 2009.
6. Beverly Long, Forty Short Stories: A Portable Anthology, 4th Edition, Bedford St.

Martins, 2013.
7. Instructor-derived reading material related to writing practice, workshop process and

elements of craft in fiction

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a».
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